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A B S T R A C T  

A scientific study of classification of plants start with Linnaeus when in 1753 he published 
his monumental 'Species Plantarums that made him "% e father of systematic botany. Linnac~ '  
*tern of classification was an artificial one, based as it was on:dome arbitrarily selected characters: 
He himself regarded it as "one of convenience until the rime when %.Natmal Spfsm could . take -its 
place". Subsequently, however, classification began to be based on general resemblances and 
differences and the species came to be regarded as a concept rather than a fixed entity. Such a 
classification came to be known as a 'natural', 'logical' or more recently 'general' classification. 

It is emphasized that in the present state of our knowledge it is almost impossible to trace 
any group phylogenies. Even if we are able to determine them it will be very difficult to incorporate 
them in our classificatory schemes. I t  is therefore concluded that the main task of the systematist 
should be "to make a general classification which shall ,=press as far as possible in rational order all 
that is known concerning plants and animals. This . . . . . . ideal which, even if never attained, is one 
which may still make the systematist proud in the magnitude of hi task. It is an ideal greater than 
the phylogenetic ideal which is included in it and one which in the proceas of attempted attainment 
must make taxonomy what it should be, the focal po,ht of biology". 

Ever since man became interested in things 'type' concept in the allied field of morpholo % was 
around him he has tried to make his experier,ces at its height in this period and it did affect c safi- 
mare and more intelligible by discovering smne cation (witness Lindley's magnificant expositions 
rational order out of the apparent chaos. Whether 1830, 1853). 
it be the natpre around him-the plants and the All this determined the shape and form-the 
animal, the rocks and the minerals, the stars,and limits of species and their groupings into higher 
the planets-or the people with whom he lives- categoriewf the classification that we have. 
their custams and traditions, their foods and dresses, Obviously it .  hhs many short-comings. If the 
their governments and religion*, the way to under- vnnaeus of today were to propose an entirely new 
stand them has been the way to arrange them in system, say at Kew, New York or Paris, the result 
some supposedly rational order which we call will be very different although this too shall not be 
dasaificat~oa. universally acceptable. So we have little justifica- 

A scientific study of classificatioil of plants, how- tion to grumble or to exaggerate the short-comings 
ever, started with Linnaeus wheh m 1753 he of oui heritage that is indeed very valuable. 
published his mon~lmental 'S ecies Plantarum' that Classification of angiosperms with which we are 
made him the father o! systematic botany. concerned here is based on the principle that corres- 
Linnaean system of classification was an artificial pondence in structure determines affinity. Those 
one, based as it was oti some arbitrarily selected plants that shdw the greatest rnor hological corres- 
characters. He himself regarded it as "one of con4 pondence and greatest number o ! correlations are 
venience until the time when a Natural System close to one another while those that show the least 
could take its place. ." (see Turrill, 1942, p. 256). correspondence are farthest apart. Following this 
Subsequently, however, classification began to' bd principle plants have been recognized as constitut- 
based on general resemblances and difEerences and lng species that are in turn grouped into genera, 
the species came to be regarded as a concept rather families, orders, etc. with a view to bringing order 
than a fixed entity. Such a classification came to be into chaos of numbers. Each species, genus, tribe, 
known as a 'natural', 'logical' or more recently family, etc., stands nearest to those whlch it "most 
'general' classification. resembles in all respects, or rather in the whole plan 

For an adequate appraisal of the angiosperm of structure." (Gray, 1880, p. 331). This has been 
classification it is necessary to take into account, its called a. natural system for the simple reason .that 
historical background and the climate under, which it seeks to express as perfectly as possible the lan 
it developed. As is well known, Europe is the birth oi!'dhtun underlying the various cate ories, Pt''is 
pkce of our present biological systems of classific~ trile $hat the plan of nature 1s fixed an % unalterablu 
tion. The vegetation of this   pa^' of the world is but d$ ilso true that it can be looked at fmm a 
by no means rich and the naturalists of those days nunlbef of .different angIes much in the same way 
had limited access-of course in the present day as .$he .fa& .of history can. be narrated ih d8erexq 
smk-to the 'floras of other places. .B%sided,. the combinations by diffetent authors (c.#. Gndley, 1853f; 

*hearch contribution No : 48 from the Skhadl'd m&t Morphology, Mecrut Co11ege, M m t .  
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%.there can be more than one natural system. We 
we interested in one such rsystem and in making it 
as' broad-based and comprchensive as possible, so 
t lp~t it may be uaeful in a variety o$ ways. 
Besides, it should epitomize simply and conveniently 
aI1 those empirically discovered correlations and 
similarities on which it is based and should enable 
predications to be made about individuals subse. 
quently discovered (Gilmour, I 940). 
' Considered in this broad sense it is not antago- 
nistic to, or ixclusive of, the mealled 'phylogcneti'c 
system. Rather in its ultimate form, If and when 
it is obtained, it will automatically reflect phylo- 
genies au also information about any other aspect 

O f e ; &  is the back-bone of any classifcation ; 
rather it is the nucleus arwnd. wKich a classific% 
tioa develo s. The pu ose of our natural classifi- g T cation has een to lay ear as best as possible the 
plan of nature underlying the vaxious categories 
which man has recognised for his convenience. In 
the postevolutionary era this abstract purpose has 
often been confused with phylogeny and so the: 
prefix 'natural' seems to have lost its original hue, 
It Has been recently substituted 
frurrill, 1942 ; Gilmour, 1961 ;.see also grce;!; 
which seems to be more appropriate in io far as a 
emphasjzes the 'general' purpose of our classific* 
tioa as against 'special'. 

Attention must be d r k  to one practical difE- 
ciil at this stage. All the workers in descriptive 
fie1 g of botany appear to be working in the interest 
of taxonomist; at least they quite often 
tbeii objective as roviding new and ad itional e r ess 
data to him for is arduous work. The poor 
taxonomist with all the hest intentions is unable to 
in~oqmate all this data into his scheme. After all 
@kre is h i t  to pauring 'new wine into old bottles'. 
An eas way out has been suggested a number of 
times h e  Gilmour, 1961). Specialists in major 
fields of descriptive botany, e.g. anatoiny, morpho- 
logyi genetics, ecology, erc. may have their own 
special classifications~ of groups, they are dealing 
with, wherein they can in.corporate the details of 
their studies. .Major contributions of these speciaI 
(artificial) classifications may, when necessary be 
incorporated in the general system so that the 
la* may ultimate17 become an "epitome of our 
knowledge of plants' (Gray, 1880, p. 3x5). 

Evolutionary era ushered by the publication of 
the 'Origin of Species' in, 1 8 s  brought about a 
1cew)lution in classification though in a very imper- 
ceptible manner. The classical taxonomy*, l i e  tha 
cldd morphology, was transformed into evolu- 
tianary biologjl and the 'archetype' or. the, 'ground 
plaa',of the vstem~tist vras replaced, as if by a feat 
d kgcrdennan, by 'ameestraC plant. ~~e~ so 
&r attributed to a m e n d  .eencept- of 'w'. were 

..- 
? k a&& phylogenctic ~ W W W ~  

now freely ap lied to "an actual, historically existent ! ancestor" (Ar er, 1950)~ without understandig the 
impIications of this transformation. It must be 
realized that such forms, with all primitive or all 
advanced characters, can live only $ mind and not 
in nature. For an independent living, all forms 
must have some sort of blending or balancing of 
primitive and advanced characters. Without this 
they cannot live, a point so ably em hasized by 
Meyer-abich (1942). So the 'archetypa ' plant can 
not be identified with 'ancestral' pIant. 

P 
This was a murder of classical taxonomy, yet its 

practitioners did not realize it. They were so over- 
whelmed by the doctrine of' evolution that. they 
readily allowed themselves to be swept away by the 
current of phylogeny. In fact they made it as their 
main object, and some even went so far as to suggest 
that phylogeny gives taxonomy "vitalit and 
elevates it- to the dignity of a science" [ahite, 
'940). 

One important factor responsible for the ease 
with which this transformation took place was the 
borrowing of the terminology of the classical taxo-r 
nomy and giving it an evolutionary coritext. Darwh 
(1859) himself wrote that "Community of descent 
is the hidden bond which Naturalists have been. 
  consciously seeking." One word which has been: 
most significant in this connection is 'affinity'. In. 

.taxonomic literature of the pre-Darwinian era, it 
always meant that 'one thing resembles another in 
the principal part of its structure" (Lindley and 
Moore, 1876). In the literature of this period it is 
freely used as synonymous with 'similarity' or 
'resemblance'. Lirlnaeus himself is said to have 
expressed the opiniot~ that "Plants show affinities 
on all sides like the district of a geographical map'! 
(see Turrill, 1942). Used in this context the word 
affinity cannot mean geneticaI relationships. Since 
'affinity' in common language also means 'blood 
relationship' (see Webster's International Dictionary 
r 957), 'similfirities' and 'resemblances' in context of 
evolution began to mean 'relationships', 'real rela- 
tionships' or 'phylogenetic relationships'. So the 
classification that was lipti1 now based on resem- 
blances now began to be considered as if basedY* on 
relationships or phylogeny. 

In the same way such terms as 'simple' and 
'complex' were freely identified with 'primitwe' and 
'advanced' and finally into 'ancienty and 'recent' 
respectively. In pre-Darwinian period 'type' concept 
was very prevalent in plant morphology. In tax@ 
nomic literature also there is frequent mention of 
'fundamental type' or 'archetype' or 'ground- lad  
for each natural p u p  or category from whicg all 
the different forms can be mentally derived, through 

** Actually apeaking classilication H not baaed on phyhgcltc-. 
tic Rather t h c x l a t t ~  are r e d  into the former r 
SW* thou& *.the dass8cation is.&cd w a 
ow. At bat ~t n just one rnadr posnbk through 
af ~Waser)~ (Sn G-, 1WQ. 



such m~n ta l  proceases as 'reduction',- 'suppression", 
'fusion', etc. These expressions are always used 
metaphorically ah4 never literally. But in the 
evolutionary era that followed, this sort of deriva- 
tion at once became synonymous with 'origin' in 
the literal sense and the archetype was, gtvcn a 
histoiical existence and such expressions as teduc- 
tion', 'suppression', 'fusion' began to mean lite- 
rally sa 

It  is not intended to imply here that this trans- 
formation of classical t e rminolo~ into phylogenetic 
terminology was in any way de iberately attempted. 
Rather it was caused more by the imperfection of 
our language than anything else, the uncritical 
author not being careful enough to specify what 
he actually meant. 

Phylogeny is a natural corollary of evolution and 
is defined as "the history of the origin and develo 
ment of taxonon~ic groups" (Gilmour, 1940). !i 
would have been very desirable if we could ex ress 
it somehow in our classification. For, it would 1 ave 
given it a more rational basis* and consequently a 
much wider appeal. Besides, it would have been 
a great guiding principle to workers in different 
fields of botanical activity. But is it at all possibla 
to determine phylogeny in angiosperms in a lo*- 
cal manner ? Theoretically it should be, 
we have all the historical facts, fossil an Bmvidcd extent, 
at our dxsposal. It is common knowledge that we 
have no fossil records whatsoever concerning angie 
sperms So the origin and evolution of this group 
st i l l  continues to be the same "abominable 
mystery" that it was more than a hundred years 
ago. In fact, Tutin (1952) goes so far as to assert 
"that no more is known now about the origin of 
any major grou of plants than was known in 1859." 
We have there i! ore no direct basis for determining 
phylogenies of any taxon. This is a basic fact and 
there are no two opinions about it. Leave aside 
ghylogenies we have no direct means of determin-. 
ing even geneologies of individuals which should 
cumparatively be much simpler. Those who think 
otherwise are obvious1 , working under an illusion 
of identifyin group p ylogenies with genealogy of % K 
a human ba e (c.f. Gilmour, 1961). 

The only other alternative, therefore, is to derive 
or infer phylogenies from the available morpho- 
logical data. Is this possible ? There is consider- 
able difference of opinion on this point. One schooI 
of thought helieves that phylogenies cannot be 
legitimately inferred in the absence of fossil record. 
For determining these we have to know the how', 
'whea' and 'where' of the origin of the taxon in 
question. Unlike the origin of a human babe tha 

* In thia c~nna'on an dtanative suggerted by Bather ( 193 1) 
d a m  better attention from botanists. He writes, "In dl 
w, from sped- to phyla, material o ' 'nally indiff'mt 
bf4Tm has be& iOtcgmted into %ifiable- a p ~ @  P) 
~ o n m e n t  It h, no lea thap degacnt,~orthy of c o n a Q a h .  
waBasfrofra&mtc3wd8c#upJ I . , . . f . F p  - 

menribers of a Taxon may arise (I) in me or mure 
genealogical lineages, (2) at &he or: more times 'd 
(3) ,in one or,  more plates.. SiT lon as .we, da qot 
have dependable information on a1 f these point++ 
and we have to admit frankly we have none-aw 
so-called phylogenies are bound to be. bawd oti 
mere assumptions and speculations c.f. Gi lm~nc  & I 96 I). . According to the advocates . o this a c M  
many phylo$enetic arguments, therefore, appear to 
run in a cucle-a group is primitive because ite 
members have primitive characters, while tho 
characters are primitive because they appear in a 
primitive group. 

The other school of thought believes that chwb 
tication, to be worth its name, must samehew 
express phylogen . The exponents of this view 
have employed a 1 types. of dubious methods ik 
determirung 

T 
fhyFgen1es. Usually they consider 

morphic simi arltles as a safe criterion for phyletio.& 
relationships. .As indicated earlier this is not a. 
dependable basis. It is true that closeness of rela- 
tionship is one of the most important factors caw- 
ing similarity of attributes, but it is also true that 
similarity is not an exact measure of relationshi P (c.f. Gilmour, 1940). An oftquoted genetic examp c 
should bring this fact readily to mind: two couslns 
may resemble one another more than two brothers, 
and yet the latter are more closely related to on$ 
another than the former. Thus similarities canna 
ever be synonymous with relationships. 

Spbrne (~gsg), while free1 admitting that no 
where "can genealogical trees &qpdsrn phylo sniq) 
be built up with any degree of confidence an % whe- 
ther this will alwa s be so rumains to be seen", has z devoted considera le attention to the problem,of 
determining the course of descent in different groups 
by some indirect means. His main thesis is. that 
"evolution has proceeded at different rates in 
diffe~ent lines with the result that in the presentd 
day flora of the world some individuals are more' 
highly evolved than others, i.e. some are advanced 
and same 'primitive'. This concept of relativd 
advancement that is open to serious objection (see 
Bremekamp, 1g3g), deserves, according to him, a 
prominent place in our classification. For deter- 
mining this he depends upon individual charactere 
which he distinguishes into rimitive and advanced, 
an approach too much simpified to be effective (ss6 
Stebbins, 1951). A primitive character is defined as 
one "which, ssessed by a present-day taxon, wrrs 
also possessecf?bg its ancestors': Here Dr. Spame 
appears to be arguing in a circle-primitive charac- 
ter is that which was possessed by an ancestor ; an 
ancestor is one that possessed primitive charactkm~ 
And how can we determine the rate of evoluti~n* 
of a taxon without knowing the point of its origh 
Obviously there are some inherent aasumptiom b 
this lilie of approach. 

Spome (1959) hims'etf a h i t s  that dl the various 
d+h& wbkh afe W itr.. t.ktemitt& primitive 
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characters and which he has discussed so critically 
and ably-the so-called doctrines of conservative 
regions, 'recapitulation', 'teratology', 'sequence', 
'association', 'basic ground plan', and correlatim- 
are "open to criticism ; some more than others". 
The first five of these are themselves based on certain 
assumption regarding the course of evolution, a 
matter which they in turn seek to determine. The 
methods of 'basic ground plan' and of 'correlation' 
are regarded as of some use. Let us consider them 
in some detail. 

The idea of 'basic round plan' is borrowed from 
classical taxonomy, w f ere it is just a $mental concept 
.of a hypothetical individual with which all the exist- 
ing forms are compared to determine their relative 
positions. They can be 'derived' from it by imagin4 
mg the play upon it of such processes as 'reduction', 

'adnation' or 'cohesion' of parts. None -of these, 
including the basic ground plan, has any physical 
existence in classical taxonomy. But the modern 

hylogenists, in their frantic efforts to find out some 
gasis for their speculation, catch hold of the basic 
ground plan as a portrait of the ancestor of the 
group, glve it a historical existence and make it 
produce, as it were, the presentday forms through 
such physical rocesses as reduction, suppression or 
fusion, using x e m  literally. Those that are nearest 
to the ancestor are primitive and those farthest 
apart, the most advanced. Some of. the results 
obtained this way appear to be correct but as pointedj 
out by Good (1956, p. 371); "they are often'no more, 
than' intelligent guesses or if true no more than 
fortunate choice between two possibilities." A few, 
examples at this stage will be useful. 

OYROLA SECUNOA ANDROMEDA GLAUCOPHYLL A GAY LUSSAClA FRONDOS A 

vACC'INIIIM VACILCANS, V . PLNNSYLVANICUM VI MACROCARPON 
Pig. 1. m~ dlpn 'hrdind redions of d c a v  flowcn showin @olp&c i&rrtiop dmer floral 

W h E d  tbdr v&WCI~W l ~ p h .  tQ OW WRI~(.. 1931). 



Eames (1931) gives a series of diagrams show- 
ing progressive fusion of the floral tube in ericaceous 
flowers to the ovary wall in the probable develop- 
ment of inferior ovary. The condition in A is consi- 
dered to be most primitive-next to the ancestral 
form and that in F as most advanced (Fig. I ,  
A-F). . Eames & MacDaniels (1947) give a series of 
diagrams to show reduction in the number of ovules 
and fusion and reduction of vascular supply. The 
condition in A is described as most rimitive and 
that in J as most advanced (Fig. 2, 

Readers will be familiar with many series df 
diagrams of this type. All such cases show a 
number of variations occurring in the modern 
forms. Whether an of them occurred in the past B we have no knowle ge whatsoever. Some of these 
variations may be just diversifications not having 
any thing to do with the main current of evolution 
(see Goldschmidt, 1952). However, a phylogenist 
considers all of them alike and gives those that suit 
his convenience a phylogenetic interpretation; 
What is done is that such variations occurring in 
'space' are regarded without any justification as 

Fig. 2. Diagram of carpel structure showing reduction of ovulcr and fusion and reduction of vasd81: 
in certain Ranunculaceae (After Ewes  & Mac Daniels, 1947). 

variations' having occurred in the course of 'time'. 
The only basis for this is that certain of the present- 
day characters are assumed to be more primitive 
than others. Following this the various modifica- 
tions observed in living forms are considered as 
distinct stages by which the ancestral form has given 
rise to the modern form that is most different from 
.it or most highly evolved. How much of this is 

based on assumption is not difficult to see. Evetl; 
the phyiogenist recognizes it to begin with but he. 
is apt to forget it very quickly even during the 
course of his argument. 

Regarding 'correlation', all correlated charactera 
are believed to be of. the same age-primitive or 
advanced. If they have to be interpreted as primid 
tive at least one of them has to be proved as such 



through some other .means. In'the absence of fossil 
evidence this primitiveness is never proved bub 
always inferred. Besides, correlation may occur in 
polyphyletic forms when much reliance cannot- be 
placed upon it. 

Thus all,this talk about phylogen appears to ba 
meaningless in the absence of fossi 7 record 'which 
alone can give us some insight into the reading of 
the variation gradient in the right direction. Froml 
his critical and exhaustive analysis of the 
dath' one waukt have expected Dr. Sporne 
Jy' to have r e a c w  the same conclusion. 
But his final assessment seems to be deter- 
mined not so much by the result of the 
analysis of the criteria given above, as by the appa- 
r e a d  results that are visible here and there, in 
oliQicIassification. For instance, he argues, "It is, of 
cb,urse, no surprize to many botanists to be told 
that the Magnoliaceae (in the broad sense) arei 
among the most primitive dicotyledons . that! 
this conclusion is no longer based on reconceived 
ideas or an circular arguments. It has I?' een reached 

logical process . ." (Sporne, 1956). There will 
be many more example of this type. 
The present author has no intention of denying 

the possible truth of this example or any other of 
its type. He is just keen to emphasize that we 
understand what it all means. It. is commonly 
accepted that the Magnoliaceae is among thd 
&mpZest families. But to say that it is among the 
mist primitive dicotyledons or more eimitive thad 
plch ,and such, or that it makes the parental or 
ancestral stock for such and such makes consider. 
able &erence. All this implies evolutionary his- 
tory of the group, of which, as emphasized above, 
we know nothing whatsoever. Whatever we know' 
about Magnoliaceae we owe to the untiring efforts 
sf. profe~ional taxonomists, plant anatomists, mor- 
e g i s t s ,  cytotaxonomists, plant geographers, etc. 

the basis of the data' co lected thus it is inter- 
preted as among the simplest of families. What the 

hylogenist has done is that he assumes this simplz- 
ty as synonymous with primitiveness. Let us not b 

ke.any mistake about this. 
e problem of determining phylogenies is 

h h e r  complicated by such processes as rallelism, 
conver ence, interbreeding and hy I?. ndization. 
~ a v i l o i  is i d  to have shown that parallel forms, 
or ieomofphs appearing in allied species may repre- 
sent identical genetic factors. Even fossil popula- 
'tions of a single species are shown to be of composite 
nature (see Bather, 1931). Such are the complexities 
of, the problem we are faced. with. 
So even if we know all that is possible we shall not 

be able to  construct ph logenetic .schemes tha t , 'ma~ 
.be logically doudd. . dc patterns of evohtioq are* 
.too numerous and too complicate& to ,be, compre4 
Bekded .within such schemes. From the rverg na-. 

of things they are speculations, bad, good or even 
splendid. If our classification has to be of lasting 
value, if it is to be a precise and logical arrangement 
of verifiable facts let it not he mixed up with any 
speiulzttion howsoever attractive or scientific it may 
appear. If need be separate phylogenetic schemes 
be developed to serve specific u ose. 

Finally l a  us emphasize wit\ k i l l  (1942) thaf 
the main, task of the systematist should be "to makd 
a general classification which shall express as far as 
pssible in rational order all that is known concern- 
lng plants and animals. This . . . ideal which, even 
if never attained, is one which may well make the! 
systematist proud in the ma isude of his task. It !? is an ideal greater than the p ylogenetic ideal which 
is included in it and one which in the process of 
attempted attainment must make taxonomy what it 
should be, the focal point of biology". 
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